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ABSTRACT  

Innovative approaches in tissue imaging in an in vivo setting have included the use of optical coherence tomography 
(OCT) as a substrate for providing high resolution images at depths approaching 1.5 mm.  This technology has offered 
the possibility of analyzing many tissues that are presently only evaluated using histologic methods after excision or 
biopsy.  Despite the relatively high penetration depths of OCT, it is unclear whether the images acquired approximately 
0.5 mm beyond the tissue surface maintain sufficient resolution and signal-to-noise ratio to provide useful information.  
Furthermore, there are relatively few studies that evaluate whether advanced image processing can be harnessed to 
improve the effective depth capabilities of OCT in tissue.  We tested a tissue phantom designed to mimic the prostate as 
a model system, and independently modulated its refractive index and transmittance.  Using dynamic focusing, and with 
the aid of an image analysis paradigm designed to improve signal detection in a model of tissue, we tested potential 
improvements in the ability to resolve structures at increasing penetration depths.  We found that co-registered signal 
averaging and wavelet denoising improved overall image quality.  B-spline interpolation made it possible to integrate 
dynamic focus images in a way that improved the effective penetration depth without significant loss in overall image 
quality.  These results support the notion that image processing can refine OCT images for improved diagnostic 
capabilities to support in vivo microscopy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
In vivo microscopy is a blossoming field in pathology that promises to transfer some of the duties from the histologic 
realm to an in vivo setting, enabling clinicians to evaluate tissue properties without the need for excision.  However, 
when biopsy is necessary, in vivo microscopy can also provide image-based guidance with high resolution in comparison 
to other methods like ultrasound and CT, therefore with the potential to enable more precise sampling.  Of particular 
interest in this area is prostate carcinoma, which is typically comprised of smaller tumor foci than many other cancers, 
and which often contains microstructural features that are essential for grading and prognosis.  At present, core biopsy 
remains the dominant method for tumor assessment and Gleason grading of histology remains a critical factor in 
determining whether patients are treated surgically or undergo active surveillance1.  Companion methods for the 
detection and localization of prostate cancer have been pursued, with perhaps the greatest strides coming from imaging.  
Existing techniques commonly include transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) and multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) among 
others2,3.  Despite the significant gains achieved by these imaging modalities for tumor localization4-6 and biopsy 
guidance7-10, they lack the spatial resolution to reliably detect small but potentially significant cancer foci11-13.  
Therefore, higher resolution techniques may be more adequately suited to evaluate the prostate for the purposes of 
screening, active surveillance, surgical monitoring, biopsy guidance, and therapeutic decision-making. 

Recent advances have opened the door for high-resolution imaging modalities to flourish in the area of prostate imaging. 
One particularly promising example includes optical coherence tomography (OCT), a high-resolution optical imaging 



 
 

 
 

technique that offers deep tissue penetration, fast acquisition for real-time imaging, nearly cellular resolution, and 
exceptional contrast in tissue14.  With the continued development of OCT technology, the ability to visualize architecture 
for improved detection has the potential to serve an integral role in prostate cancer diagnostics.  In prostate, a number of 
studies have successfully demonstrated that OCT can be an effective method to identify neurovascular bundles in 
patients undergoing radical prostatectomy15-20, although limitations in field of view often make the technique challenging 
to apply in a surgical setting21.  Demonstrations of OCT for tumor detection and localization in prostate have been few, 
but some notable developments have recently been shown.  Lopater, et al.22 demonstrated that full-field OCT imaging of 
core biopsies can capture detail that correlates with disruptions in histologic structure, with the potential to distinguish 
malignant from benign tissue.  Muller, et al.23-25 described a system for tumor detection by penetrating excised prostate 
tissue specimens with needle probes, introducing a very promising technology that may have greater sampling ability 
than systematic biopsy.  Earlier investigations also showed that structural detail in prostate can be resolved using OCT26-

29.  However, none of these studies evaluated images beyond 500 µm in depth, limiting the potential impact of OCT 
imaging in prostate to evaluate deep structures without penetration or excision of the tissue. 

Since imaging depth is an overwhelmingly important trait of the diagnostic potential of this technique, we examined the 
impact of depth on image quality in prostate by testing a tissue phantom that gave us strict control over the variables of 
interest.  We used image analysis not only to measure the spatial properties of the tissue phantom, demonstrating its 
usefulness as a surrogate for prostate tissue, but also to overcome the optical limitations imposed by OCT in order to 
support tumor detection and characterization of deeper structures. 

2. METHODS 
2.1 Tissue phantoms  

We developed a prostate tissue phantom by heating a mixture of agar, talc, and deionized water to 70 C and allowing it 
to cool to room temperature.  This approach was inspired by Vinduska30 who used a similar preparation to approximate 
the relevant optical properties of tissue.  We augmented this procedure to emphasize differences in optical properties of 
benign and malignant prostate tissue, previously reported by Wang, et al.31  We tested mixtures of 1%, 2%, or 3% agar 
and 0.25%, 1%, or 4% talc to produce phantoms with refractive indexes and scattering properties similar to that observed 
in prostate tissue. 

2.2 OCT imaging  

We imaged tissue phantoms using a modified Thorlabs Telesto II spectral domain OCT system with 1300 nm center 
wavelength and system scan rate of 75 kHz.  We acquired B-scan images at four focal planes spaced approximately 0.3 
mm apart.  100 sequential frames at each focal plane were captured at 1.66 Hz and stored offline.  Pixel size was 
between 0.2 and 0.5 µm in the lateral dimension and 5.3 µm in the axial dimension.  To reduce reflection artifacts, we 
tilted the sample to ensure that the angle of incidence was greater than approximately 30 degrees.  In order to maintain a 
roughly flat tissue surface, we acquired B-scans perpendicular to the tilt.  We measured the refractive index of each 
tissue phantom by augmenting a procedure that has previously been described32. 

2.3 Image measurement 

We used the bandlimited power spectral density (PSD) as a measure of signal quality with the intent to compare images 
acquired from different samples or focal planes.  There was no reason to expect that the signal-to-noise belonging to the 
system would vary across comparisons, so we first normalized images by the variance of pixel values in a region not 
occupied by tissue to mitigate the impact of potential differences in illumination, incident angle, or properties not 
intrinsic to the sample.  Importantly, all focal planes acquired from a given sample were acquired with the same incident 
angle and illumination, ensuring that comparisons across focal planes within the same sample were not influenced by 
these variables.  After normalization, we measured the PSD in a circumscribed region and integrated it across spatial 
frequency after first discarding the DC component. 

2.4 Image processing  

We enhanced the acquired images using three techniques.  First, we aligned frames acquired at each focal plane using 
rigid co-registration and averaged them.  Second, we applied wavelet denoising33 individually to each averaged image.  
Third, filtered images that were acquired at different focal planes were combined using a model that spatially weighted 
each image.  This was achieved for a given pixel by interpolating the values of the two images acquired at focal depths 



 
 

 
 

that straddled the depth of the pixel, with the weights of the interpolation functions being inversely proportional to the 
distances of the pixel to the estimated focal depths of the images.  Weights were derived using B-spline interpolation34 
ensuring that the sum of all basis functions equaled one.  The weights, f0 and f1, were defined by a piecewise quadratic 
polynomial which is the third order B-spline basis, namely: 

      !" # = -2#' + 1, 0 ≤ # < 0.5
2 # − 1 ', 0.5 ≤ 0 ≤ 1       (1) 
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Since the interpolation functions were defined for a range of 0 to 1, the location of the pixel to be computed was 
normalized between the adjacent basis functions, denoted Dd: 

      ! " = $-$&
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As a result, a given pixel value, p, was computed using images I0 and I1: 

   ! ", $ % = '( ) % *( ", $ % + ', ) % *, ", $ %      (4) 
 

Basis functions were assigned to the image with the highest power spectral density (PSD) within the region 
circumscribed by the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) range of the basis function. 

3. RESULTS 
We generated tissue phantoms designed to mimic the optical properties of prostate tissue.  The inhomogeneous nature of 
the solutions that we prepared resulted in fine structures that approximated the sizes of some structures that we 
previously observed histologically in prostate carcinoma35.  We measured the refractive index of three representative 
phantoms using OCT.  We found a mean refractive index of 1.36, 1.41, and 1.57 corresponding to the 1%, 2%, and 3% 
agar solutions, respectively.  Noting that benign prostate tissue has been shown to have an index of refraction of 
approximately 1.4 (but consistently higher for malignant prostate tissue31), we used the selected range of agar 
concentrations as the basis for a prostate tissue phantom applicable to prostate carcinoma.  Likewise, we independently 
modulated talc concentration to produce transmittance values that approached that found in tissue31. 

Using these tissue phantoms, we first measured the impact of two image processing manipulations on the visibility of 
deep structures, which we defined as spatial inhomogeneities greater than 0.5 mm below the tissue surface.  We tested 
the performance of wavelet denoising (Figure 1B) and coregistered signal averaging (Figure 1C) on the bandlimited 
power spectral density (PSD) of deep structures.  We found that the PSD increased by a factor of 10 following wavelet 
denoising and by a factor of 250 following coregistered signal averaging (Figure 1D).  We examined whether the two 
techniques together performed better than both techniques alone.  We found a modest increase in PSD following the 
application of wavelet denoising and coregistered signal averaging.  We examined whether this increase depended on the 
order in which the processing occurred, and found that the average of the wavelet denoised images performed better than 
applying wavelet denoising to the averaged image. 

 
Figure 1. (A) Single unprocessed frame acquired from a 1% agar/1% talc phantom with a focal plane estimated to be 0.6 
mm below the tissue surface.  Scale bar: 1 mm.  (B) Single frame after wavelet denoising was applied.  (C) Coregistered 
average of 100 sequential frames.  (D) Logarithm of the bandlimited power spectral density (PSD) within the region 
indicated by the bracket in (C).  The values are expressed relative to the PSD of the unprocessed image. 



 
 

 
 

In order to emphasize the resolution of deep structures, we then positioned the focal plane approximately 1.0 mm below 
the tissue surface.  As a result, superficial structures had poor lateral resolution presumably due to a wider-than-optimal 
beam width at shallow depths.  To combat this tradeoff, we systematically focused at four planes below the tissue 
surface separated by approximately 0.3 mm.  As in the previous analysis, we applied wavelet denoising and coregistered 
signal averaging to each of the four groups of images.  We measured the bandlimited PSD of images acquired at each 
focal plane as a function of depth and found that, predictably, changing the focal plane to enhance deeper structures 
provided an enhancement at increased depths at the expense of the signal at more superficial depths (Figure 2A).  We 
developed a model that used B-spline interpolation to combine the four images in a spatially-weighted manner, shown 
schematically in Figure 2B.  In this model, deeper structures were emphasized in images acquired at deep focal planes 
(Figure 3A) while superficial structures were emphasized in images acquired with superficial focal planes (Figure 3B).  
By applying this model, the merged image captured more information throughout the tissue than simple averaging 
(Figure 3C).  Together, these results suggest that image processing can improve the detection of deep structures while 
also improving the image quality of superficial structures. 

 
Figure 2. (A) Bandlimited PSD was measured for images at focal planes of 0.2 mm (green), 0.5 mm (blue), 0.9 mm 
(purple), and 1.2 mm (red) within the circumscribed regions (inset) and plotted as a function of depth.  (B) A schematic of 
the interpolation basis functions.  Color indicates which of the focal planes designated in (A) was to be paired with a given 
interpolation function. 

 
Figure 3. Images processed using coregistered signal averaging (A) or interpolation (B).  Superficial regions appear to have 
higher energy content and more detail using interpolation vs. averaging.  (C) A higher magnification view of the regions 
marked in (A) and (B) reveals greater detail of deep structures using interpolation (bottom) vs. averaging (top). 

We examined these effects across several agar and talc concentrations within a range relevant to the detection of prostate 
carcinoma.  We found that increasing concentrations of agar, associated with a higher refractive index (previously shown 
to be associated with malignancy31), produced a slightly different spatial pattern but did not appreciably compromise the 
ability to resolve deep structures (Figure 4).  We also found that talc concentration had a profound effect on the 
penetration depth of the technique.  However, even at superficial depths, the fine-scale spatial inhomogeneities 



 
 

 
 

previously observed diminished with increasing concentrations of talc, presenting a confound between optical 
penetration and the reduction of spatial structure in the phantoms.  We suggest that talc concentrations greater than 
approximately 1% may produce phantoms that no longer provide a texture relevant to prostate tissue.  Nevertheless, 
image processing improved the image at all depths, suggesting a prominent role for computational methods in tissues 
with a high degree of light scattering.  

  

 
Figure 4. Images of all tissue phantoms following image processing.  Histogram equalization was applied to increase 
contrast for clarity. 

4. DISCUSSION 
Our results suggest that a tissue phantom can be constructed that mimics the optical properties of prostate, and confirmed 
that OCT can resolve structures at a spatial scale that may be diagnostically relevant to the detection of prostate 
carcinoma in vivo.  Importantly, these findings demonstrate that image analysis, widely used in other diagnostic imaging 
modalities such as MRI, CT, and whole-slide imaging, can be employed to potentially improve diagnostic performance 
in OCT.  This result has important implications in the area of prostate cancer detection, biopsy guidance, active 
surveillance, and computer-aided diagnostics.  Although we present this work in the context of prostate carcinoma, it is 
important to note that other diseases and tissues are also likely to benefit from this approach. 



 
 

 
 

Among this study’s findings is the observation that quantitative image analysis improves image quality across a broad 
array of refractive index and transmittance values.  However, this finding is somewhat tempered by the fact that a high 
concentration of talc (4%) produced images with poor visibility of deep structures.  When considered alongside 
Vinduska, et al.30, who demonstrated that doubling talc concentration in an agar preparation produced only an 11% 
decrease in transmittance at 1300 nm, the rather substantial difference we observed is inconsistent with the notion that 
the change in transmittance alone is responsible for the modest penetration depth.  The apparent relationship between the 
underlying spatial structure of the phantom and the concentration of talc is a shortcoming of our study, which introduces 
a confound that must be met with a more sophisticated tissue phantom model. 

Importantly, we caution readers that the results we present are specific to an OCT system that has been optimized for 
deep tissue penetration.  The system has a longer center wavelength than some other systems and also was designed with 
a relatively narrow beam skirt with a focal distance that can be adjusted.  Nevertheless, these are device parameters that 
are not uncommon in a number of commercially available systems.  Furthermore, our results demonstrate that all three 
image processing techniques can be harnessed to improve effective penetration depth, which has an impact even for 
systems that are not entirely compatible. 

The effective penetration depth of the image processing technique we present is greater than the depth achieved without 
image processing.  Although this enhancement at depths beyond 1 mm can likely be achieved by acquiring images at a 
single focal depth without implementing the interpolation technique we described, the method we describe provides two 
main advantages.  First, it ensures that images at all depths will be acquired without predetermined knowledge of the 
depths of interest by virtue of the fact that all depths are sequentially sampled.  Second, it does not sacrifice image 
quality at shallower depths.  The tradeoffs, of course, are that systems need to be modified in order to accommodate 
acquisition at different focal planes, and that a greater number of images must be acquired, which may be difficult in an 
in vivo setting.  An optimal balance between these strategies, therefore, is needed in order to maximize image quality 
while ensuring appropriate acquisition time. 
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